
Digital Order from Media-room Chaos. Whatever the

storage media cluttering your space, Xperinet MIRV is

the solution. A single MIRV Polaris server in your rack

digitally stores up to 480 DVDs or 5,200 CDs and can

stream seven different programs to discrete viewing

locations…each as pristine as the original. No more

groping through shelves of video cases only to find the

one you want is empty. All your content is displayed in a

searchable index, ready to be deployed at your command.

A RAID 5 array ensures your videos and music will be

protected, even in the event of a hard drive’s total

failure. The system will even notify your Dealer by 

e-mail if an error is detected. These integrity meas-

ures and a Linux operating system ensure stability

for years of trouble-free enjoyment.

New for 2007, Polaris can store and play HD content up

to 1080p to ensure your installation is ready for HD

movies becoming available online.
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MULTIPLE INDEPENDENT

REPLAY VIDEO SERVER

NOW WITH FULL 1080p SUPPORT



CITADEL MIRV SPECIFICATIONS

1. PLATFORM
4U Rackmount Chassis
Dimensions: 7 1/4”x19”x 21”
Mounting Depth: 19”
Linux Operating System

2. STORAGE
Internal drive bays
Fault Tolerant RAID 5 array
4x400GB drives (1.2TB capacity)

3. ZONE SUPPORT
Video/audio zones on board:  1
Optional music-only zones on board: 3
Simultaneous HD video streams:  4

4. DISPLAY
SVGA, HDMI, DVI, Y-Pb-Pr, S-Video
Resolutions:  480i, 480p, 540p, 720p

1080i, 1080p, EVGA, XGA

5. AUDIO
Coax and TOSLINK S/PDIF
Stereo or 5.1 decoded analog  
S/N Ratio: 104db
Optional music-only zones on board are

two-channel stereo.

6. VIDEO CAPTURE
Optional SD MPEG-2 encoder
DVD ROM single or dual layer

7. PLAYBACK
Supports up to 7 simultaneous 
independent playbacks of video 
or audio content to client devices

8. STORAGE EXPANSION MODULES
Internal Storage Expansion:
4x400GB drives (1.2TB added capacity)
External Storage Expansion:
Order Model SEM-7

9. NETWORK INTERFACE
Gigabit Ethernet NIC
USB 2.0

10. CONTROL
Infra-Red control via on-screen display
IR Keyboard/mouse w/ 25’ range
RS-232/IP Automation System 

Control Interface

11. POWER SUPPLY
110-240v, 50-60 cycles

12. WARRANTY
3 Years on all components 

CITADEL HD MIRV
MULTIPLE INDEPENDENT

REPLAYVIDEOSERVER

MEDIA  MANAGEMENT

MANAGE PLAYLIST 

Orion MIRV 

Orion MIRV 

Feature-packed and flexible, Xperinet MIRV places your entire library of music and

movies at your fingertips. Using Internetworking Protocol (IP), MIRV streams

music and video over your computer network to the MIRV Orion located next to

the display. The Orion includes a DVD player that lets you load CDs or DVDs to the

server without having to traipse down to the server closet. Up to seven Orion or

other MIRV clients can be viewing different movies from the MIRV server at the

same time, so every member of your household can enjoy the content that strikes

their fancy.   

Wouldn’t it be great to have your own radio station that plays only your favorite

music with no commercials? That’s what you get with Polaris’s intelligent music

manager. Set up a play-list of soft music for dinner time or your favorite dance

tunes for that New Year’s Eve party. Never again will you have to pull away from

your guests to sift through a rack of CDs to find what’s right for the occasion.

Augment your MIRV server installation with:

• The Orion or Taurus video client to stream video from the Polaris server to an
additional display in another room — play up to 7 movies at once!

• Up to three zones of independent audio — on board! 

• A MIRV Storage Expansion Modules (SEM) to make room for another 900 DVDs.

• The D-5 Audio client for multiple independent audio sources to supply your 
music distribution system with five zones of studio-quality sound.

• The MIRV Video Capture adapter to store video from analog sources such as 
VCR tapes to the MIRV library.

• The MIRV Carousel Loader may be purchased or rented by your dealer to load 
movies into the MIRV system.

Dealer Contact Info
Avery Label #5161

Xperinet, Inc.
www.xperinet.com

1 (888) 288 7500

* Features and specifications are subject to change. See your local dealer for current details.


